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Customer Challenges
Aritco previously had another solution (Qlik View) for managing and analyzing its business data.
However, there was a challenge in managing and gaining control over all data because the
structure was outdated and distributed over 130 reports.
Aritco had a desire to obtain a more modern and flexible solution with a clearer structure.

Partner Solution
Business Vision's solution became a data warehouse in the Microsoft Azure cloud platform,
where data was retrieved from source systems with Data Factory to be processed and
customized. After that, Power BI visual reports were created based on data from production,
sales, purchasing, and finance.
The reports were developed to make it easy for each unit to obtain valuable insights to facilitate
their daily work. The solution allows everyone within the organization to take part of the reports,
from top management to those who work in production with the elevators. The reports are
distributed smoothly to end users, externally to suppliers and partners via applications, emails or
Aritco's own portal.

Customer Benefits
The solution resulted in Aritco being able to liquidate several reports that were not actually used,
which allowed the business to work more efficiently as the number of reports decreased from 130
to 37. All data flows were given a clearer structure, from source systems to visual reports. Business
Vision also made the solution manageable because Aritco wants to be able to maintain the
solution itself.

"At Business Vision, we found a
supplier who genuinely wanted
to understand our business. "
Johanna Olsson, Technical
Project Manager at Aritco

“They were responsive to our
needs but also came up with
suggestions for improvements.
Both the project, the solution,
the collaboration and
management have worked
super well”
Johanna Olsson, Technical
Project Manager at Aritco

“Azure Dataplatform is an great
place for a Cloud
Datawarehouse and serving
layer to Power BI.”
Michael Bjelvenmark, Project
Manager Business Vision

